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“
ANYBODY WHO CAN
THINK CLEARLY CAN
WRITE CLEARLY, ABOUT
ANY SUBJECT AT ALL.

– WILLIAM ZINSSER
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Did You Know?
81% of people want to write a book;
but fewer than 2% actually do it.
You're about to enter that top 2% of people, the people who actually take action
and achieve their dream of becoming a published author. So, first off...

Congratulations on making the decision to invest
in yourself and in your dream!
I'm so glad you're here!
Let me take a few seconds to introduce myself and my
team so you know who you're working with and who will be
alongside you on this journey to becoming a bestselling author.
My name is Chandler Bolt, and I'm the host of the Self Publishing School podcast &
the author of 6 bestselling books including my most recent book titled “Published.” I'm
also the founder & CEO of Self-Publishing School, the #1 online resource for writing
your first book. Our company, Self-Publishing School, made the INC 5000 in 2018
(#2,699) as one of the 5,000 fastest growing private companies in the US. Through my
books, podcast, training videos, and Self-Publishing School, I've helped thousands of
people, just like you, on your journey to writing your first book.
As for our team, we have a lively group of high performers, eager to help you on your
journey. Together, we created this workbook and this course, which will take you from no
idea to bestselling author in just a few short months. With that, let's see what's ahead...
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GET READY TO CELEBRATE
Congratulations!
You’ve made the decision to commit to writing and publishing your book.
What an amazing start!
We know you’re just getting started on your author’s journey,
but we also know that so many accomplishments are in store for you.
From little wins to big wins - they’re all worth celebrating.
And it’s important that you take time to celebrate each one in your own way.
So before you get started, take time to jot down some celebration ideas.
They can range anywhere from your favorite snack to a massage to a
dream vacation. Then, as you accomplish milestones throughout the course,
choose a way to celebrate from your list:
1
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STUDENT PLAYBOOK
Before you get started, take a couple minutes to familiarize yourself with the Student
Playbook, which includes instructions on how to get started.

HOW TO US E T H I S WO R KB O O K
This workbook is designed to supplement the course. To get the full learning experience, make sure you are going through the course by watching
the videos and reading the content first. On the Guided Worksheets and
Progress Checks, write on the page to complete the exercises. Keep track
of your coaching calls with the My Coaching Calls sheet, which is found at
the end of this workbook.

You’ll see these icons often in this workbook:

LEARNING OBJECTIVE

BIG IDEA

KEY POINTS

SNAP A PICTURE AND
E M A I L TO YO U R C OAC H
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“
DON’T LET MENTAL BLOCKS
CONTROL YOU. SET YOURSELF
FREE. CONFRONT YOUR FEAR
AND TURN THE MENTAL BLOCK
INTO BUILDING BLOCKS.

– DR. ROOPLEEN
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L E T’S G E T S TA RT E D!

Mindset
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D EVELO PIN G
YOUR AU T H O R MI N D S E T
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IMPOSTER SYNDROME
IDENTIFY IMPOSTER SYNDROME AND SHAKE OFF SELF DOUBT
To allow yourself to fully get started on your book, you need to shake off any
self-limiting mindsets. In this section, you’ll learn about imposter syndrome, and
the steps to overcome it. Make sure you’ve watched and read the material in the
course itself to dive deeper into the section.

HOW TO CRUSH IMPOSTER SYNDROME
Imposter Syndrome

(n.) a psychological pattern in which a person doubts their accomplishments
and has an ongoing internalized fear of being exposed as a fraud.
Sound familiar? The Imposter Syndrome is a common enemy for any author,
especially those of us just starting out. It can take over if you let it...but you won’t
let it, right?

Tell yourself you’re an author & start to believe it!
Define what it means to be an author.
Set up a writing schedule.
Create a writing environment that speaks to you.
Connect with other writers.

You are an
Author!
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20-MILE MARCH
BE CONSISTENT IN YOUR ACTIONS WHEN WORKING ON YOUR BOOK
When you first start out on your writing journey, it’s almost like the beginning of
a long march that is way ahead of you. In this section, you’ll learn how to walk
the 20-mile march without becoming exhausted and overwhelmed along the
way. Please watch and read the material in the course itself to dive deeper into
the section.

PREPARING FOR THE 20-MILE MARCH
Follow a consistent plan of action each day
Successful, published authors
commit to the 20-mile march.
Rain or shine, inspired or not
inspired, they take action every
single day! In order for you to
be a successful, published
author, you’ll need to...

Commit to writing a set amount of
words each day.
Set aside 30 minutes daily to work
on your book.
Follow up with your accountability
partner regularly.
Post weekly in the Facebook group
to support others, or ask a question.

Are you ready for your march to victory? Write down your daily action steps below.
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GUIDED WORKSHEET
WRITE

DEFINE

|

Tell yourself you are an author in the space below. Then, say it out loud.

|

What does being an author actually mean? What defines an actual author?

|

SCHEDULE

CREATE

|

CONNECT

When will you commit to writing each day, and for how long?

What environment is best for your writing space?

|

How will you connect with other authors?
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FEAR OF REJECTION
TO OVERCOME AND PUSH PAST THE FEAR OF REJECTION
Dealing with rejection is a necessary part of the process, and the fear of failure
is the biggest obstacle that stops many authors from starting or finishing their
work. In this section, we’ll learn how to move past our fear of rejection and move
forward. Don’t forget to work through the material in the course first!

DEALING WITH YOUR FEARS OF REJECTION
As you face your fear of rejection, you might have massive self-doubt and ask yourself
these common types of questions:
What if
nobody likes
my book?

What if
my book
doesn’t sell?

What if
I get a bad
review?

What if
they hate what
I write?

What if
I don’t ever
finish it?

What if...
What if...
What if?

It’s perfectly fine to acknowledge your fears. But don’t let them hold you back MOVE FORWARD IN SPITE OF THEM.
As an author, your job is to share your story,
your message, & then let go of the outcome.
The only thing that’s worse than rejection is
never giving yourself the chance to be rejected.
Every published author has a beginning, allow
yourself the chance to fail...and succeed.
Consider the successful authors whose books
were once rejected.
21

Remember!
If people try to
bring you down,
they were below
you in the first
place.

GUIDED WORKSHEET
NEGATIVE

What bad outcomes do you fear?

POSITIVE

What good outcome do you want?

Example: What if my book is a total flip?

... but what if my book is a total success?

THINK
Who are some successful authors or inspiring people that have faced rejection?

CONSIDER
We’ve all failed before. Describe a time in your life that you faced rejection.
What positive thing resulted from that negative experience?
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EXPERT VS. NON-EXPERT
TO ESTABLISH YOURSELF AS AN AUTHORITY
When we first set out on our author’s journey, we tend to question whether we
are credible enough to even write a book. This is the first obstacle that we have
to push past, because overcoming it is absolutely crucial to the book writing
process. Visit the course to dive deeper into this material!

GIVE YOURSELF PERMISSION TO BE AN AUTHOR
Am I good enough to write a book?
Do I lack credentials, status, or experience?
Are there more talented/experienced authors out there?
Regardless of your social status, education, or experience with writing, you are here for a
reason. You don’t have to wait until you ARE an expert to start becoming one. Once you
give yourself permission to be an author and set out to become one, you can begin your
author journey.

BUILD YOUR AUTHORITY
How do you convince readers that you are an authority when you struggle to believe it
yourself? You position yourself as an authority.
Talk about one major struggle you’ve had to overcome.
Show your readers how you can help them succeed.
Learn from authority figures who have been there.
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GUIDED WORKSHEET
|

IDENTIFY

|

INSPIRE

ASPIRE

|

What are some major struggles you’ve had to overcome?

How can you help inspire readers to succeed?

List three authority figures that inspire you and explain why.
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PROGRESS CHECK
Congratulations! Time to celebrate You’ve completed the Developing Your Author Mindset module.
Are you ready to move on? Reflect on your progress before moving forward.
Mark an

X on the lines below to rate yourself for each question.

D O Y O U F E E L P R E PA R E D T O TA K E A C T I O N ?
10

1

A R E Y O U R E A D Y T O S TA R T Y O U R 2 0 - M I L E M A R C H ?
10

1

H AV E Y O U M I N I M I Z E D Y O U R F E A R O F R E J E C T I O N ?
10

1

A R E YO U R E A DY TO B U I L D YO U R AU T H O R I T Y ?
10

1

Introduce yourself to the mastermind community!
Snap a photo of your answer, and email to your coach!
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“
YOU CAN’T BUILD A
GREAT BUILDING ON A
WEAK FOUNDATION.

– GORDON B. HINCKLEY
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BOOK FO U N DAT I O N S
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BOOK FOUNDATIONS
GAIN CLARITY ON BUILDING A FIRM FOUNDATION BEFORE YOU WRITE
Before you start writing, you need to get clear on a few important items. In this
section, you’ll answer five questions that will pave the way toward your writing
and publishing success. Check out the videos in the course to dive deeper into
this material!

5 QUESTIONS TO BUILD YOUR BOOK’S FOUNDATION
When do you want to have this book done?
Your foundation needs to begin with the end in mind. To make a solid plan, you
need to have a time frame set. This can be a tentative date or a time of year/
season you are aiming for.
Where & how will you position this book?
To understand how to position your book, ask yourself how your book is going to be
different from the competition, and how your readers are going to find your book.
Who is your ideal reader and/or target audience?
Your ideal readers and/or target audience are the people who need your book to
solve a pain point or live a better lifestyle.
What is your topic and/or genre?
Your book’s topic/genre is the overall theme and core subject matter.
Why are you writing this book?
Decide what message or information you feel needs to be delivered.
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GUIDED WORKSHEET
TIME

|

When do you plan to write and publish your book? Give a quick timeline.

POSITION

|

Write a quick 30-word description of your book.

DIFFERENTIATE

|

List 3 ways your book will stand out from the competition.
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AUDIENCE

|

Use the space below to brainstorm your ideal reader/target audience.

Consider these characteristics
as you jot down ideas:

SUMMARIZE

|

»
»
»

Challanges & Pain points
Interests & Passions
Current Mindset

»
»
»

Future Mindset
Goals/Values
Demographics

Now summarize your thoughts into your ideal reader statment.

My ideal reader and/or target audience can be described as....
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GENRE

WHY

|

|

State the topic or genre of your book.

Developing your “WHY” is two-fold. Complete the exercises below.

1. Check the box next to the reason you’re writing this book (PERSONALLY):
To make money
Building a reputation/authority
Grow your network
Passion project
Share your story
2. Now ask yourself, “Why am I writing this book for MY READERS?
Why do I want to help them?” Write your answers below:
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PROGRESS CHECK
Woohoo! You’ve completed your Book Foundations section.
Time for a quick reflection & check-in before moving
to the next phase.
Areas you’re super clear on:

Areas that need more clarity:

Rate the strength of your foundation on the scale:
It’s collapsing

Super solid

What’s going to keep you inspired as you build on your foundation?

If you feel your foundation needs major help, you’ll want to gain clarity on it before moving on.
Spend some more time on the material, and reach out to your coach!
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PHASE 1

Writing
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“
THERE IS NO GREATER AGONY
THAN BEARING AN UNTOLD

MINDSTORY
MA PINSIDE
& OYOU.
U T L INE
– M AYA A N G E LO U
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ACTION TAKER
TO DEVELOP A PLAN OF ACTION AND BUILD MOMENTUM
Before you can make significant progress on your book, you’ll need a consistent
plan of action towards accomplishing your writing goals. In this section, you’ll
learn the action steps needed to build momentum and charge forward confidently. Be sure to complete the videos and content in the course before beginning the workbook.

3 MOMENTUM-BUILDING ACTION STEPS
Create a mindmap for your book
Start by building out your ideas through a mindmap.
Set a timer for 30 minutes and do a massive ”brain dump” where you jot
down all of your book’s ideas on paper.
Using your mindmap, carve out your book’s outline. This is just a checklist
of your chapters.
Then, mindmap each chapter individually before you write.
Set up your writing environment
Create a distraction-free environment that will get you motivated to write each day.
Develop your writing habit
If you implement the habit now, you can get through the worst of times when you
don’t feel like writing.
Know what you are going to write.
Decide how much you are going to write.
Find the best time of day to write.
35

MINDMAP
TO VISUALLY ORGANIZE YOUR BRAINSTORMING IDEAS
In this section, you’ll create your mindmap, which is a visual map that allows you
to organize your brainstorming ideas and visualize what you are thinking about.
Be sure to watch the course video and read the content for all the details!

HOW TO ORGANIZE IDEAS WITH A MINDMAP

Now it’s time to mindmap the actual content you’re going to write about in your
book. This will help you visually organize your thoughts, which will provide a
solid starting point for your writing. Use your moleskin journal and/or sticky
notes to help you with this! When you’re done, share a pic of your mindmap in
the Mastermind Community.

How to Mindmap
1

2

Start with a
central idea.

Add braches to
connect key ideas
that flow out from
the central idea.

4

3

Color code
ideas!

Add words that tie
key ideas together.
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OUTLINE
TO CREATE AN OUTLINE OF CONTENT USING YOUR IDEAS
Now that you’ve taken the time to do your mindmap and get a clear idea of what
you’re wanting to write about, it’s time to create a structure so that you can start
the writing process. Be sure to watch and read the content in the course!

TIPS FOR CREATING AN OUTLINE
Your outline should be easy to follow, succinct, and no more than a couple pages long.
Why? Because the purpose of the outline is to condense your mindmap into a structure
that’s easy to follow when it comes time to start writing. At this stage, you’re not trying
to fill in the gaps or write a summary of each chapter, you just need the bulleted outline
to jog your memory and give you a prompt when it is time to write.
Create another mindmap that groups your similar ideas together.
Refer to the framework and structure template before starting.
There are many ways to structure your book, so find one that works well for you.
Make sure that it makes sense from your readers’ perspective.
Do not get hung up on the details!
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OUTLINE

|

Create a basic outline that organizes each chapter and key idea.
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6

•

•

•
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•

•

•

•
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7

8

•
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•
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13

14

•
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•
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•

•

•
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•

•

•
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FREE-WRITE
TO EFFECTIVELY BRAINSTORM IDEAS BY WRITING FREELY
In this section, we’ll talk about the free-writing process. Free-writing is allowing
your thoughts to wildly flow, as you brainstorm without constraint. The whole
point of free-writing is to not think about what you’re writing as you write. Don’t
forget to watch the video in the course before starting!

HOW TO BRAINSTORM WITH A FREE-WRITE
1

Open a blank page in your moleskin journal.

2

Begin with a writing prompt.

3

Set a timer.

4

Don’t worry about writing well.

5

Let your thoughts flow freely onto the page.

6

Do not stop to analyze your ideas.

7

Do not read what you have written until you finish.

If you need a writing
ur
prompt, download o
free Alexa app.
:)
Details in the course

Be sure to do your freewrite in your journal!
Go wild, let go, and just write.
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RETURN ON INVESTMENT (ROI) CHECK- IN
Take a look at this comparison chart between SPS authors versus non-SPS authors. In one glance,
you can see the value in SPS by the overall time and money saved. The figures listed are based on
averages, gathered through surveys, research, and testimonials.
Non-SPS Author

SPS Author

Writing software

~ 15 hours
$0 - $80

~ 1 hour
$0

Editing

~ 4-9 months
$1K - $10K

~ 2-4 weeks
$200 - $1K

Formatting

~ 4 weeks
$300 - $1500

~ 1-2 weeks
$20 - $250

Cover Design

~ 4-8 weeks
$550 - $5K

~ 1-2 weeks
$25-$500

Category research

~ 20 hours
$97

~ 1 hour
$49

Audiobook

~ 1 month
$300 - $3K

~ 1 day
$25-$500

Promotions

~ 6-9 months
$500 - $5K

~ 6-9 months
$50-$5K

Total time spent

~ 12-24 months

~ 3-6 months

Total money spent

$3K-$25K

$300-$3K

You

KEY TAKEAWAYS
»
»
»
»
»

SPS authors save over 100 hours of time & thousands of dollars on book production
90% of SPS authors publish within one year; 72% of them publish within 6 months
Many SPS authors earn over $1K back within their first months of publishing
Average self-published author that doesn’t use SPS sells less than 200 copies
85% of SPS authors plan to publish more books, which means their book earnings
& return on investment will exponentially increase each time (learned repeatable skill)
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PROGRESS CHECK
Congratulations! You’re on a roll - you’ve completed your
Mindmap & Outline! Before moving on, reflect on your progress
& check in with your coach.
How do you feel about each task you’ve accomplished in this phase?
MINDMAP

OUTLINE

FREEWRITE

Something I feel confidently about going forward:

Something I feel I need to work on more:

How ready are you to start writing?
10

1

Snap a photo of your answer, and email to your coach!
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“
START WRITING,
NO MATTER WHAT.
THE WATER DOES NOT
FLOW UNTIL THE FAUCET
IS TURNED ON.

– L O U I S L’ A M O U R
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ROUG H D RA FT
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PROGRESS TRACKER
TO DEVELOP A WRITING PLAN THAT WORKS FOR YOU
Now let’s get a plan in place for how quickly you’re going to write this rough
draft! Watch the video and download the Word Count Progress Tracking Sheet
in the course and let’s make a plan of action.

WHAT IS YOUR WRITING PLAN?
We’ve helped thousands of students finish their books, and if there’s one challenge that is
common to all, it is finishing the rough draft. In fact, it is one of the easiest areas to lose
heart because most of us aren’t used to writing 500+ words per day. But with the help of
the Mastermind Community, your accountability partner, your personal coach, and this
handy sheet, you will be able to get your rough draft finished.
Download your word count progress tracking sheet.
Determine whether you’re on the 30, 60, or 90-day tab.
Start filling out your progress.

If you’re a better speaker than writer, make sure you check out
the video in the course titled, ”How to Speak Your Book.”
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WRITING BEST PRACTICES
TO UNDERSTAND AND USE BEST WRITING PRACTICES
In this section, we’re going to go through writing best practices to sharpen
your skills as an author so you can produce a book that meets expectations. It’s
important that you watch and read all of the material within the course itself
before beginning the workbook exercise.

STRATEGIES FOR GREAT WRITING
The craft of writing can be difficult. To summarize, here are the strategies you’ll want to
implement as you start writing your rough draft:
Conversational style writing
» Write the way you speak to a friend
Captivating writing
» Use most of your senses
» Follow the description funnel
» Have a varied sentence structure
Descriptor words
» Use strong verbs
» Show, don’t tell
Crafting better dialogue
» Use varied dialogue tags
» Include body language within the dialogue
» Use stand-alone dialogue for full effect
Write your intro
47

GUIDED WORKSHEET
Let’s practice! Answer the writing prompts below to practice your best writing
practices. if you need more space, write in your journal!
DESCRIPTIONS

|

Write about a scary moment in your life using great descriptions. Be
sure to appeal to the senses, use the description funnel, and include varied sentence structure
just like you learned.

DIALOGUE

|

Re-tell the conversation between you and a friend or family member when you
shared that you were writing a book. Make sure you include various dialogue tags, mention
body language, and use some stand-alone dialogue for full effect.

CAPTIVATE

|

Use captivating writing to engage your reader. Write about a major accomplishment in your life. Be sure to use strong verbs and show the reader what’s happening.
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WRITE YOUR INTRODUCTION
TO WRITE AN ENGAGING INTRODUCTION THAT HOOKS READERS
When we write a book, our main goal as an author is to capture our readers
from the very first page, but this is easier said than done, especially if you’re a
first-time author. Go through this section in the course for a full understanding
of how to write your intro. Then, return to this part in the workbook.

CHANDLER’S 8-STEP INTRODUCTION FRAMEWORK
As a starting point for writing your intro, check out Chandler’s 8-step introduction
framework. Then, review the examples in the course!
Step 1: Identify the problem
Tell readers exactly how your book
will solve their problem.

Step 5: Give them proof
Tell readers your most tangible
supporting evidence.

Step 2: Present the solution
Explain what you’re going to show
them.

Step 6: Make a promise
Make the biggest promise you
can keep.

Step 3: Reassert your credibility
Build rapport with readers by explaining why they should trust you.

Step 7: Warn them against waiting
Show readers what they will be
missing out on.

Step 4: Show them the benefits
again
Re-iterate what’s in it for the reader.

Step 8: Prompt them to read
Leave your readers begging
for more.
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GUIDED WORKSHEET
1. What problem will your book help the reader solve?

2. What is your book going to show the readers?
In this book, I’m going to show you how to ...

3. What makes you credible for people to trust you?

4. What benefits will readers get from the book?
After reading my book, readers will be able to...
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5. What tangible & relatable proof can you give readers?

6. What’s the biggest, most realistic promise you can give your readers?
After you’ve read this book, I promise you will...

7. What will readers miss out on if they don’t read your book right now?

8. How can you make your readers intrigued enough to take action?
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W R I TE YO UR R O U G H DR AFT
Now it's time to buckle down and
write your rough draft!
Tips for Success!
1

2

Use the mindmap and outline process before
you begin writing each chapter.
Track your progress using the word count
progress tracking sheet.

3

Commit to writing every single day.

4

Use your journal to brainstorm & take notes.

5

Remember your author mindset: 20 mile march!

6

Reach out to your coach if you're struggling.

7

Don't forget: done is better than perfect!
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PROGRESS CHECK
Congratulations! You’re on fire! Time for a quick reflection
check before moving on to the next phase.
My writing strengths are:

What I need to keep practicing:

How do you feel about your rough draft?

Questions/Comments/Note for my coach:

Visit self-publishingschool.com/shipit and fill out the form.
We’ll send a few goodies your way!
After you’ve completed this Progress Check, email it to
your coach for a quick check-in!
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“
GOOD WRITERS KNOW THAT VERY FEW
SENTENCES COME OUT RIGHT THE
FIRST TIME, OR EVEN THE THIRD TIME
OR THE FIFTH TIME.

– WILLIAM ZINSSER
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SEC ON D D R A FT
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FROM FIRST TO SECOND DRAFT
TO REFINE AND STRUCTURE YOUR FIRST DRAFT
Writing your first draft may have been a big brain dump since the focus was to
get all your thoughts out. Go through the material in the course to learn how to
structure your draft so it will start to look more like an actual book.

HOW TO GO FROM 1ST DRAFT TO 2ND DRAFT
You’ve finished your first draft, which feels great! But now you may be left with what
looks like a messy, brain dump of a first draft. Now let’s learn how to add some flow and
structure:
Print off your first draft
Be sure to add headings and page numbers!
Review your outline
Does the outline still focus on what you want to achieve in your book? If you need
to make changes, do this now.
Compare your outline to your first draft
Does the order in the outline match the order in the draft?
Choose a chapter structure
Refer to the course to learn about different structures.
Compile your draft into one document only
Before editing, make sure your draft is all in the same place!
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FROM FIRST DRAFT TO SECOND DRAFT CHECKLIST
Does my draft have headings?
Does my draft have page numbers?
Do I need to make changes to my outline?
Does my draft follow the order in my outline?
Does my draft include everything in my outline?
Is my draft saved as one single file?

SELECT THE CHAPTER STRUCTURE YOUR
DRAFT WILL FOLLOW:
Option 1

Option 2

Option 3

Chapter Heading

Chapter Heading

Chapter Heading

Story

Intro to key concept

Introduction

Theory

Explanation
of key concepts

Steps
to take

Summary with
bullet points

Intro to next
chapter

(with sub-headings)

Implementation
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BOOST YOUR WORD COUNT
TO BULK UP YOUR ROUGH DRAFT BY INCREASING THE WORD COUNT
When it comes to writing your book, we don’t want you to focus on word count
because there is not a required amount of words to have. But, you can add specific content that will help your reader and in the process, increase your word
count. Learn the details by completing the section in the course.

HOW TO BOOST YOUR WORD COUNT
You want to make sure the content you’re providing is relevant to your reader, so here’s a
recap of what you learned in the course on how to bulk up your writing.
Chapter transitions
At the beginning and end of each chapter, you can include sentences and paragraphs that transition your reader. This will seamlessly guide them to begin the
next part.
Implementation steps or key takeaways
This is a good way to offer more value to your reader and turn them into action
takers versus passive readers. Ideas include checklists, step-by-steps, and main
idea bullets.
Chapter summaries
This is especially helpful if you’ve covered a few different concepts or a lot of
information in one place.
Add additional resources or templates
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ADDITIONAL BOOK CONTENT
TO DEVELOP THE FRONT AND BACK MATTER OF YOUR BOOK
Now that you’ve written the main contents of your book, it’s time to focus on the
other pieces that you need to write. In this section, we’ll cover the extra content
that you need to include in your book.

OTHER CONTENT TO ADD TO YOUR BOOK
Here’s a recap of all the extra content we went through in the course. You need to add this
content to your book draft to make it complete:
Front matter
» Title page
» Copyright
» Free gift/lead magnet (optional)
» Dedication (optional)
» Table of Contents
» Foreword (optional)
Free gift/opt-in page
Back matter
» Acknowledgments page
» About the Author page
» SPS Affiliate page (optional)
» Next steps/work with me (optional)
» Review Ask page (very last page)
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ADDITIONAL CONTENT CHECKLIST
Title page
Copyright

Front
M at ter

Free gift/lead magnet (optional)
Dedication (optional)
Table of Contents
Foreword (optional)

Ac t ual B ook Content

Acknowledgments
About the Author

B a ck
Mat ter

SPS Affiliate (optional)
Next steps/work with me (optional)
Review Ask page (very last page)
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PROGRESS CHECK
Congratulations! You’re making such great progress keep it up! Before moving on, complete a quick reflection check.
You’ve finished your second draft - amazing! How will you celebrate?

Rate the strength of your introduction on the scale below:
Very weak

Super strong

How satisfied do you feel with your second draft overall?

Share your progress with the mastermind community!
After completing this Progress Check, share it with your coach as a quick check-in!
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“
IN THE MIDDLE OF
EVERY DIFFICULTY LIES
OPPORTUNITY.

– ALBERT EINSTEIN
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SELF- ED IT ING
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CHECK YOUR FRAMEWORK
TO IDENTIFY THE BEST FRAMEWORK TO FIT YOUR BOOK CONTENT
In this section, we’ll cover the best frameworks to choose from when writing
your book. Go through the course content first to get a thorough idea of each
framework, so you’ll know which one to use for your book.

8 BEST FRAMEWORKS FOR YOUR BOOK
Using your outline and rough draft, look at the frameworks below and see which one will
allow you to present your unique message in the best way possible.
Modular
Sequential
Numerical
Compare and contrast
Problem and solution
Chronological

Combination

Reference

frameworks

Three-act structure
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FRAMEWORK FLOWCHART
Start here!

Will your book be used as a
reference that makes it easy for
readers to quickly and easily
find what they need?

Maybe

Do you have
a lot of info or
ideas that can be
grouped into
similar topics?

NO

YES

Do your ideas
need to be presented in a specific
order?

NO

YES

Does your info
need to be organized by a specific
number key or rule
to support your
points?

NO

Modular

YES

NO
Reference
Are you telling
your story similar
to how a joke is set
up, with a Set Up,
Rising Action, and
Resolution?

NO

Three act structure

YES
NO

Does your book
need to show
readers how two
or more things
are similar to or
different from one
another?

Does your
book read
like a ”how
to” with
specific set
of steps?

YES

Do readers need to
be able to clearly
identify a problem
and understand
the solution?

NO
YES

YES

Start Over

Sequential

NO

Compare &
Contrast

Problem & Solution

YES

Does each main section of
your book represent a time,
to show the reader a progresssion of time?
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YES

Chronological

NO

Numerical

IS IT READABLE?
TO MAKE YOUR DRAFT VISUALLY APPEALING AND READER FRIENDLY
You’re almost ready to send your draft off to the editor. Before you do, you’ll
want to make sure your work is visually appealing and friendly on the eyes.
Refer to the course for the full details, then use this workbook page for an at-aglance overview.

CHECKLIST FOR A READABLE DRAFT
Fixing these small things will make your book more visually appealing and exciting to read.
Paragraphs

Non-Fiction

Fiction

Yes
Yes
No

Yes
No
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

No

No

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Short paragraphs
Space between paragraphs
First paragraph indention
Chapters
Clear chapters and headings
Include sub-headings
Larger headings
Pages
Include page numbers
Font
Choose serif font
12 point size font
Keep it simple!
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VER BAL READ-THROUGH
TO REVISE YOUR ROUGH DRAFT WITH A VERBAL READ-THROUGH
In this section, you’ll learn how to do a verbal read-through as part of your
self-editing process. Head on over to the course to learn all the details, then
complete this page in the workbook.

3-STEP VERBAL READ-THROUGH PROCESS
Reading your book aloud is a super effective way to quickly identify any areas that may
need to be changed. To do a verbal read-through, make sure you read your draft aloud
and follow these steps:

A verbal read-through will help you identify:
Any awkward phrasing you’ve used
What doesn’t make sense
Typos

Take on the role of an “outsider.”
Pay attention to your book’s structure.
Find your voice.
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QUESTIONS TO ASK DURING VERBAL READ-THROUGH
My Voice
» Does it sound like me?
» Is it conversational?
» Is my voice identifiable?
» Is my voice consistent? (1st person, present vs. past, etc)
» Is my language clear and concrete?
» Can the reader feel my passion for writing and for the topic
I am exploring?
Structure / Organization
» Do I have a central focus to my book that each chapter strives to
address? Did I organize my chapters by similar topics?
» Do I have good transitions between chapters?
» Does the manuscript flow logically, chronologically, and/or thematically?
» Does my book end abruptly, or do I have a concluding section that ties
it together?
Clarity
» Is any part of the book unclear or vague?
» Is there any place I should add more detail or take detail out?
» Can an “outsider” understand the point of this section without being told?
Last Minute Improvements
» What is the best section of my manuscript?
» Are there any minor tweaks I can make so the other parts are good as
the best section?
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FINAL CHECKS
TO EASILY SELF-EDIT USING THE HEMINGWAY APP
In this section, you’ll learn how to simplify the final self-editing check using the
Hemingway app. Head on over to the course to learn the full process, then follow
along below.

FINAL SELF-EDITING CHECKS
The very final step you’ll want to take before you work with an editor is to run your book
through The Hemingway App, which will help identify mistakes, improve sentences, and
assess your manuscript’s readability. You’ll want to visit the course for the full instructions, but here’s a recap of the steps below.
Step 1: Work chapter by chapter
Step 2: Review text highlighted in red
Step 3: Review text highlighted in yellow
Step 4: Review text highlighted in purple, green & blue
Step 5: Copy back to your manuscript
Repeat this process for each chapter

A word of caution: As you go through the app, if something doesn’t feel right
to you, don’t change it. Your editor will let you know if it works or not.
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THINKING ABOUT KEYWORDS NOW
TO RESEARCH POTENTIAL KEYWORDS TO USE FOR YOUR BOOK
In this section, you’ll learn how to begin researching the keywords you’ll use
during the publishing process. Head on over to the course to watch the step-bystep video instructions, then return to this workbook page.

HOW TO RESEARCH POTENTIAL KEYWORDS
When you publish your book, keywords will be the key to having your books come up in
Amazon’s search results. To ensure you appear on the first page of the search results,
you’ll need to start thinking about your potential keywords now.
Think about your book’s overarching category
Consider what your target reader will type in to search for your book
Search Amazon to see which keywords are used for books with similar themes
Pay attention to the categories your book might fit into

What you need to do: In your journal, create a list of your researched
keywords. You should have at least 100 potential keywords to choose from.
Then, add these keywords to a spreadsheet, which you’ll use later in the
course when you are publishing your book.
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PROGRESS CHECK
Congratulations! You’ve made it so far!
You have an actual manuscript ready to be edited. Let’s take
some time to reflect on your progress before moving on.

WHAT WENT SMOOTHLY:

WHAT WAS ROUGH:

AM I ON TRACK?

Something I feel confidently about going forward:

Notes/Questions/Comments for my coach:

How ready do you feel to move on?
10

1

Once you’re ready, keep moving!
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“
WITHOUT CONTINUAL
GROWTH AND PROGRESS, SUCH
WORDS AS IMPROVEMENT,
ACHIEVEMENT, AND SUCCESS
HAVE NO MEANING.

– BENJAMIN FRANKLIN
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PHASE 2

Book
Production

73

WELCOME TO
BOOK PR O D U CT IO N
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WHAT P RO AUTHORS DO
TO UNDERSTAND WHAT PRODUCTION AREAS TO FOCUS ON
In this section, we’re going to introduce you to the three main parts of production that you should be focusing on to achieve best-selling author status. Watch
the course video for the full details.

3 THINGS PRO AUTHORS DO
As you begin the book production phase, remember that these are the three production
areas you’ll want to focus on:
Have your book professionally edited
» Do not skip this part, as tempted as you are!
» At the minimum, get a copy edit
Invest in a high quality cover design
» Spend the most amount of your budget on your book’s cover design
» Visual market means people do judge books by their cover
Focus on formatting
» Interior formatting
» File conversion
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PROJECT MANAGEMENT 1 01
TO IMPLEMENT PROJECT MANAGEMENT PRINCIPLES INTO PRODUCTION
In this section, you’ll learn about the basic project management principles that
you need to implement in your book production process. Watch the course
video to get a deep understanding before starting the workbook page!

BASIC PROJECT MANAGEMENT PRINCIPLES
In the book production phase, you’ll need to become your own project manager. Here are
the top things to be mindful of as you begin to manage your book production project:
Know the answer to your crucial questions
» Who, What, When, Where, Why, How?
Determine budget, timelines, and quality
Start planning now
Be prepared to multitask
Clearly communicate your hard deadlines

Remember!
eline”
Access your ”My Tim
to
feature in the course
k.
help you stay on trac
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RETURN ON INVESTMENT (ROI) CHECK- IN
Take a look at this comparison chart between SPS authors versus non-SPS authors. In one glance,
you can see the value in SPS by the overall time and money saved. The figures listed are based on
averages, gathered through surveys, research, and testimonials.
Non-SPS Author

SPS Author

Writing software

~ 15 hours
$0 - $80

~ 1 hour
$0

Editing

~ 4-9 months
$1K - $10K

~ 2-4 weeks
$200 - $1K

Formatting

~ 4 weeks
$300 - $1500

~ 1-2 weeks
$20 - $250

Cover Design

~ 4-8 weeks
$550 - $5K

~ 1-2 weeks
$25-$500

Category research

~ 20 hours
$97

~ 1 hour
$49

Audiobook

~ 1 month
$300 - $3K

~ 1 day
$25-$500

Promotions

~ 6-9 months
$500 - $5K

~ 6-9 months
$50-$5K

Total time spent

~ 12-24 months

~ 3-6 months

Total money spent

$3K-$25K

$300-$3K

You

KEY TAKEAWAYS
»
»
»
»
»

SPS authors save over 100 hours of time & thousands of dollars on book production
90% of SPS authors publish within one year; 72% of them publish within 6 months
Many SPS authors earn over $1K back within their first months of publishing
Average self-published author that doesn’t use SPS sells less than 200 copies
85% of SPS authors plan to publish more books, which means their book earnings
& return on investment will exponentially increase each time (learned repeatable skill)
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“
YOU WRITE TO COMMUNICATE
TO THE HEARTS AND MINDS OF
OTHERS WHAT’S BURNING INSIDE YOU,
AND WE EDIT TO LET THE FIRE SHOW
THROUGH THE SMOKE.

– ARTHUR PLOTNIK
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E D IT IN G
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EDITING
TO EFFECTIVELY UNDERSTAND AND COMPLETE THE EDITING PROCESS
Now it’s time to learn about the editing process to really fine-tune your book and
achieve best-selling status. Watch and read the course content to fully understand the entire module, then reference this page in the workbook for a quick
overview.

A QUICK OVERVIEW ON EDITING
Editing is such a crucial process in the book publishing phase, and when done right, it’ll
improve your book’s quality. As tempted as you might be to skip this process and do it
yourself, don’t make that mistake!
Reasons editing is important
» It ends the self-publishing stigma
» You alone can’t possibly identify
all of your book’s errors
» It results in a stronger final product
» Your book is the gateway to
you and your business
Best practices for the editing process
» Use Track Changes in your word
processing document
» Add comments to address specific
areas of concern, questions, or
clarifications with your editor
» Google Drive is recommended, but
Microsoft Word can also be used
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Hiring an editor
» Reach out to our preferred editors
» Search on sites like Upwork, Fiverr,
and LinkedIn for Freelance Editors
» Search on sites like Reedsy, Scribendi,
and BookBaby for Agency Editors
» Use the SPS Templates to reach out
to editors
The different types of edits
» Developmetal
» Content
» Copy
» Proofread

GUIDED WORKSHEET
BUDGET

DEADLINE

EDITING REQUIREMENTS
Proofreading

Content editing

Copy editing

Developmental

EDITOR OUTREACH TRACKER | Use this to keep track of your potential editros.
Name

Contact

Source

Rates per
word count

Notes

Jane Doe

jdoe1@gmail.com

Upwork

$0,03 per word

Has 3 weeks
turnaround. Includes
2 rounds.
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PROGRESS CHECK
Congratulations! You’re doing great!
Let’s wrap up the editing module with a quick progress
check before moving on.
Rate how happy you are with your manuscript on the scale below:
10

1

If you don’t feel satisfied, explain what you can do to change this:

Is there anything you need to do before moving on to the next module?

Questions/Comments/Notes for my coach:

If you don’t feel ready to move on, that’s okay! Review the course material and
check in with your coach until you´re confident enough to move on.
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“
READERS WANT TO KNOW
- VERY SOON WHAT’S IN IT FOR THEM.

– WILLIAM ZINSSER
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TITLE & S U BT IT LE
DEVELOPMENT
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TITLE & SUBTITLE DEVELOPMENT
TO CREATE A COMPELLING TITLE & SUBTITLE
Craft a compelling title & subtitle that will hook your readers and make them want
to buy your book.

HOW TO CREATE A BEST SELLING BOOK TITLE
For most people, it’s a tough process that involves continually refining what you have until
you get to something you are happy with.
When choosing a title for your non-fiction book, it helps to keep in mind that nonfiction readers frequently need help with something—whether that’s help losing weight,
becoming more effective in the business world, or connecting with someone else going
through the same health crisis.
They want an answer to their question or a solution to their problem. A well-crafted nonfiction title shows that they’ve come to the right place. Here are some helpful rules of
thumb when creating your book title for nonfiction:
1
2
3
4

Tell non-fiction readers what the book can do for them in the title
Use a subtitle for clarity
Describe what’s going to happen in your book title
Non-fiction book titles shouldn’t be dry

For others, you know what you want your title to be...all you need is a good subtitle.

Use the next page to start your brainstorm.
If you need more space, feel free to use your journal.
Aim for 20+ options for each.
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Brainstor m Tit le s

Brain stor m Subtit le s

After you generate 20+ options for each, narrow it down to your top 3-5 options.
Post these to your target market, asking them to vote on which one they like best.
You can also post in the Mastermind Community to ask them to vote.
Whatever your target audience likes the best should be your winner!
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“
THOUGHTS
BECOME THINGS...
SO CHOOSE THE
GOOD ONES.

– MIKE DOOLEY
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COVER D ES IG N
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COVER DESIGN
TO EFFECTIVELY CHOOSE YOUR BOOK’S COVER DESIGN
It’s time to start your book’s cover design process, which is a super important
step towards your best-selling author goal. A cover design can make or break the
book’s success, so it’s important that your design is high quality and professional.

A QUICK OVERVIEW ON COVER DESIGNS
Let’s face it - people do judge books by their covers, so make sure you have a cover design that’s professional, and visually appealing. Do not skip this step or create your own
cover unless you are a graphic designer!
Reasons you need a cover designer
» A professional cover design will set your book apart from the rest
What makes a good design
» Color scheme consists of 2-4 colors
» Typography that fits a specific theme
» Readable title font and size
» High quality cover image or illustration
» Appropriate thumbnail size optimized for Amazon
Hiring a Cover designer
» Reach out to our recommended cover designers
» Search on sites like Upwork, Fiverr, and LinkedIn for Freelance Cover Designers
» Use the SPS Templates to reach out to potential cover designers
Feedback for your cover
» Compare your design thumbnail with other books in the same genre
» Do A/B testing and go with the 80/20 Rule
Add back cover content
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BUDGET

DEADLINE

PRE- REQUIREMENTS
Title

Sub-title

Cover Ideas

Book Covers I like

DESIGNER OUTREACH TRACKER | Use this to keep track of your potential designers
Name

Contact

Source
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Rates

Notes

COVER DESIGN CHECKLIST
Color scheme with 2-4 colors

High quality cover image or illustration

Typography and font style that
fits my book’s theme

Correct thumbnail size optimized for
Amazon

Big, clear, bold, easy-to-read title

Correct dimensions

Author name on the bottom

Visually appealing

Rule of thirds
Look at your cover design. How does it make you feel? Does it incite feelings that go
along with your book?

Survey at least 5 of your target readers, and show them your possible cover
design. Ask them what they would assume the book is about based on the cover,
and if the cover would make them want to read the book.

Having trouble deciding on your cover? Post the cover designs in the Mastermind Community, and do a quick vote! The SPS community is here to help!
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5 RULES FOR A STELLAR BACK COVER
Tailored to meet the specific
needs of the reader.

No fluff. 250 word max. The writing
must be tight. Strong verbs.

Introduces the problem/situation.

Clear and concise.

List 5-7 benefits or strategies
the reader will learn in bullet form.

Entice the reader to actually read
your book. Whet their appetite.

Then show the reader how you’ll
solve that problem in a single
sentence promise.
STATE THE PROBLEM

LIST OF 5 BENEFITS/STRATEGIES

1
2
3
4
5
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CLOSE WITH REASSURING SOLUTION

AUTHOR BIO

|

|

This is your single sentence promise

With high quality picture

If you are having trouble on coming up with your back cover, check out the
course content again for examples or hop on a call with your coach.
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PROGRESS CHECK
Congratulations! Does it feel real yet?!
Your book is coming together nicely. Time for a quick progress
check before moving on!
Rate how satisfied you are with your cover design on the scale below:
10

1

If you’re not happy with the design, explain what needs to change:

Is there anything you still need to work on before moving on?

Questions/Comments/Notes for my coach:

If you’re not ready to move on, that’s okay! Review the course material, reach out to
the Mastermind Community, and check in with your coach.
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“
YOU MUST EXPECT
GREAT THINGS OF YOURSELF
BEFORE YOU CAN DO THEM.

– MICHAEL JORDAN
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FOR M AT T I N G
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FORMATTING
TO ENSURE YOUR BOOK IS PROPERLY FORMATTED
The formatting process in the book production phase is all about making sure the
inside of your book looks professional and organized. Watch the course video to
get an in-depth understanding of the formatting process, then reference this
page for a quick overview.

A QUICK OVERVIEW ON FORMATTING
Last but not least, the formatting process is the final stage in the book production phase.
A well-formatted book will help you succeed as a best-selling published author.
What formatting means
» It’s the interior design of your book, including headings, fonts, and images
» It also includes the actual file conversion process and file type needed to publish
Why you need a formatter
» To make sure your book’s text and images follow certain visual criteria
» To prevent format errors such as misalignments and spacing issues
» To ensure your book is converted to the correct file type for publishing
» To avoid interior visual errors that make your book look unprofessional
Hiring a formatter
» Do it yourself if you have the skills and time using Google Docs or Scrivener
» Reach out to our list of recommended formatters
» Hire a qualified formatter to do it for you on sites like Upwork or Fiverr
» Decide which type of interior design your book needs
» Use the SPS Templates to reach out to formatters
Remember!
net
Include your lead mag
(free giveaway)
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BUDGET

DEADLINE

FORMATTING REQUIREMENTS

FILE CONVERSION REQUIREMENTS

Heavy interior design

For print - high resolution print pdf

Simple interior design

For Kindle - Microsoft Word file
or MOBI file

Fiction interior design

FORMATTER OUTREACH TRACKER | Use this to keep track of your potential formatters.
Name

Contact

Source
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Rates

Notes

BOOK FORMATTED CHECKLIST
Download current version of
Kindle Previewer

Do not approve Kindle Preview until
all errors are fixed

Upload correct file to Kindle
Previewer

Check headings, misaligned text, page
breaks, and hyperlinks

Preview book through different
device types (tablet, phone)

Visually appealing

Scroll through each page to
check for formatting issues

Include lead magnet / free giveaway

Start paperback project inside
KDP to preview print version

Publish your Kindle version 7 days
prior to check the preview

NOTES
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“
DO YOU HAVE THE COURAGE
TO BRING FORTH THIS WORK?
THE TREASURES THAT ARE
HIDDEN INSIDE YOU ARE HOPING
YOU WILL SAY YES.

– ELIZABETH GILBERT
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AU DIO BOOK
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AUDIOBOOK
TO LEARN THE PROCESS OF PUBLISHING YOUR BOOK AS AN AUDIOBOOK
Now we’ll learn all about audiobooks and why you should consider publishing
your book as one. Be sure to watch the videos and read the content in the course
to get a full understanding of this material.

A QUICK OVERVIEW ON AUDIOBOOKS
Now we’ll learn all about audiobooks and why you should consider publishing your book
as one. Be sure to watch the videos and read the content in the course to get a full understanding of this material.
Reasons to make an audiobook
» You’ve already done the hard work - getting the book together!
» There’s less competition in the audiobook marketplace
» Audiobooks are a growing trend
» It can be used as an incentive to grow your audience or following
Benefits of an audiobook
» Having your book in multiple formats adds to your credibility
» There can be hidden bonuses like organic passive income and continual
sales growth
Choose who will narrate it
» If you have the budget, but are low on time, hire a narrator
» You can do it yourself to save money, if you have the time and are a nativeEnglish speaker (check out the next page for more on this)
Hiring a narrator
» Use ACX.com to help you with the process (if you are in the U.S.)
» Hire directly through a producer on sites like archangelink.com
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NARRATING YOUR OWN AUDIOBOOK
TO LEARN HOW TO PROFESSIONALLY NARRATE YOUR OWN AUDIOBOOK
If you’ve decided to narrate your own audiobook instead of outsourcing it, you’ll
want to dive into the material in this section for some tips to make sure your
audiobook is high quality and professional. Don’t forget to watch the course video
first for the full details!

TIPS TO NARRATE YOUR OWN AUDIOBOOK
Save money and add a personal touch to your audiobook by opting to narrate your book
yourself. To ensure professional quality, use these tips:
Reasons to do it yourself
» Saves you money and possibly time (if you do it quickly)
» You’ll get full control over the rights
» Helps you build a connection with your readers by adding a personal touch
Equipment you’ll need
» Your own home studio set-up (it can be in a closet!)
» A high-quality microphone
» A pop filter
» Monitor headset
» Optional: Desk stand and/or a music stand for your book
Software you’ll need
» Technical recording software such as Audacity
» You can use free programs like GarageBand
How to prepare your voice
» Don’t try to knock out the entire book in one day
» Do vocal warm-up exercises
» Improv chat in a conversational tone before recording
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“
THERE ARE NO TRAFFIC
JAMS ON THE EXTRA MILE.

– ZIG ZIGLAR
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PHASE 3

Marketing &
Publishing

107

WE LCO M E TO M AR KETING
& PU BL IS HIN G
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WHAT SUCCESS LOOKS LIKE
TO REFLECT AND RE-AFFIRM YOUR MINDSET BEFORE YOUR LAUNCH
Before you dive into the marketing and publishing lessons, let’s refresh your
mindset like we did at the beginning. Head on over to the course to watch the
videos, then review the information in this workbook.

REMEMBER YOUR WHY
You’re so close to the finish line, but the work isn’t over yet. Now is a good time to recharge
your mindset, and give yourself the boost of mental clarity you’ll need before moving on.
Remember what success means to you
Go back to the reason you started writing this book: remember your ”why.”
Plan to celebrate as you go
Take the time to celebrate each milestone as you reach them, such as when you hit
”publish” for your book, receive your first book sale and/or review, and when you
receive your ”Best Seller” banners.
Understand that you are setting your book up for longterm success
Follow the launch plan strategies we’ve laid out, and continue to invest in your
book even after it’s published. Make tweaks as needed, and know that your book
will be around for years to come.
Remember that you are not alone
You have an incredible support system! The Self Publishing School Community,
your personal coach, and your accountability partner are all here to support you.
You are not alone. Reach out, ask questions and lean on your community.
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RETURN ON INVESTMENT (ROI) CHECK-IN
Take a look at this comparison chart between SPS authors versus non-SPS authors. In one glance,
you can see the value in SPS by the overall time and money saved. The figures listed are based on
averages, gathered through surveys, research, and testimonials.
Non-SPS Author

SPS Author

Writing software

~ 15 hours
$0 - $80

~ 1 hour
$0

Editing

~ 4-9 months
$1K - $10K

~ 2-4 weeks
$200 - $1K

Formatting

~ 4 weeks
$300 - $1500

~ 1-2 weeks
$20 - $250

Cover Design

~ 4-8 weeks
$550 - $5K

~ 1-2 weeks
$25-$500

Category research

~ 20 hours
$97

~ 1 hour
$49

Audiobook

~ 1 month
$300 - $3K

~ 1 day
$25-$500

Promotions

~ 6-9 months
$500 - $5K

~ 6-9 months
$50-$5K

Total time spent

~ 12-24 months

~ 3-6 months

Total money spent

$3K-$25K

$300-$3K

You

KEY TAKEAWAYS
»
»
»
»
»

SPS authors save over 100 hours of time & thousands of dollars on book production
90% of SPS authors publish within one year; 72% of them publish within 6 months
Many SPS authors earn over $1K back within their first months of publishing
Average self-published author that doesn’t use SPS sells less than 200 copies
85% of SPS authors plan to publish more books, which means their book earnings
& return on investment will exponentially increase each time (learned repeatable skill)
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THE FEARLESS BOOK MARKETING MINDSET
TO DEVELOP A FEARLESS BOOK MARKETING MINDSET
As you begin marketing your book, it’s important to develop a fearless marketing mindset to prevent any mental roadblocks from getting in your own way.
Read through this section in the course, then check out this page for a quick
overview.

DEVELOPING A FEARLESS MARKETING MINDSET
Once you’ve decided on your launch strategy, it’s time to plan and choose which types of
promotions will make your launch strategy most effective.
4 fears authors have when talking about their book
1. Responsibility
2. Authority
3. Technology
4. Bulletproof Marketing Approach
6 ways to capture readers
1. Podcast interviews
2. Book signings
3. Host a webinar

4. Give away copies
5. Use a video platform
6. Create a book landing page

Be Active in accountability & mastermind groups
» You hold each other accountable to deadlines
» You pick each other up during tough moments
» It allows you to expand your network
» It helps you overcome thick mental barriers
» You can form unbreakable relationships
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GUIDED WORKSHEET
MINDSET

|

REMEMBER YOUR WHY

|

Go back to your ”why” and write it down here:

Write your favorite inspirational quote or mantra here to get you super motivated:

PLAN TO CELEBRATE

|

What are some ways you will celebrate?

LONG TERM SUCCESS | How can you ensure your book has long term success?

LEAN ON YOUR SUPPORT | Briefly list who you can reach out to for support:
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CHO O S E YO U R
LAUNC H ST R ATEGY
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CHOOSE YOUR LAUNCH STRATEGY
TO SELECT A LAUNCH STRATEGY AND UNDERSTAND BOOK VIRALITY
Before you start prepping for your launch, there are a few key things you’ll want
to understand first. Head on over to the course to learn more, then return to this
workbook for a quick overview.

CHOOSE YOUR LAUNCH STRATEGY
There are a lot of moving pieces in this phase of the course. Trust the process and give it
your very best effort! Here are a few of the things you need to know in order to set yourself up for success:
3 things to know before starting your launch
1. You will enter the “Pre-Launch Phase”
2. You will simultaneously do the actual publishing of your book
3. You will be executing your book launch
Choose your launch strategy
» Splash Launch - typical for first-time authors
» Advanced Launch - ideal for authors with a large following
How to build virality into your book
Virality deals with the rapid circulation of content from one Internet user to
another. In short, it basically means making your book go viral on the web. There
are a number of strategies we suggest for this, but in order for your book to go
viral it must have incredible content that solves a very specific pain for a very
niche audience.
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GUIDED WORKSHEET
LAUNCH STRATEGY

Splash Launch

Notes

Advanced Launch

BUILD VIRALITY

|

List strategies you will use to make your book go viral.

BOOK MARKETING CHECKLIST
Make people feel like an “insider” to your launch. Post non-promotional
updates about the creation of your book 2-3 weeks before launch all the way
up until your launch.
Create Pre-Release Landing Page
Drive people to Pre-Release Landing Page via social media
Create & Run AMS ads
Reach out to press, bloggers or podcasters
(Optional) Put “Includes Free Audiobook” on the cover
(Optional) Create & Run BookBub ads
(Optional) Place your book on pre-order (Kindle version only) 2-4 weeks prior
to your launch date and promote it using paid advertising
(Advanced) Send book to influencers for reviews
(Advanced) Create & Run FB ads
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PROGRESS CHECK
Congratulations! You’re that much closer to your launch!
Time for a quick progress check before moving on.
Rate how motivated you feel to move forward with your launch:
10

1

List the top 3 things you’ll do to keep your Successful Launch Mindset:

What is your launch strategy?

Questions/Comments/Notes for my coach:

If you’re not ready to move on, that’s okay! Review the course material, reach out to
the Mastermind Community, and check in with your coach.
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“
MARKETING SHOULD DO
ONE THING FOR YOUR CUSTOMERS:
IT SHOULD HELP THEM
MEMORIZE WHY THEY NEED
YOUR PRODUCT.

– DONALD MILLER
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PRE-LAU NCH PHAS E
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PRE-LAUNCH PHASE
TO UNDERSTAND THE NECESSARY STEPS TO TAKE PRIOR TO YOUR LAUNCH

There are some important things to get in order before you actually launch your
book, which we’ll discuss in a few sections in the course. Head on over to the
course to learn all about this process, then check back here for a quick review.

HOW TO PREPARE FOR YOUR LAUNCH
From keywords and categories, to organizing your launch team - these are all super
important steps you need to take before you launch.
Step 1: Finalize keywords
Choose 7 well-researched, relevant keywords for your book.
Remember, keywords affect how your readers will find your book in Amazon’s search!

Step 2: Finalize categories
Select up to 10 well-researched, relevant categories for your book.
Remember, categories affect where your book will be listed in Amazon!

Step 3: Write your book description
Step 4: Set up your launch team 3-4 weeks prior to launch
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Determine the size of your launch team
Recruit and select your team members
Set up how you will communicate with your team
Create Welcome Video/Post
Determine the Launch Team’s assignments and weekly tasks
Have fun and don’t forget to thank your team

Step 5: Set up a pre-release list (Optional)
Step 6: Plan your launch promotions
»
»

Free promo means your book is free for a period of time during your launch
Paid promo (optional) goes into effect once your book is $0.99
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GUIDED WORKSHEET
|

KEYWORDS

Research possible keywords and list them here. Then, circle the 7 keywords
you’ve decided to use.

CATEGORIES

|

Research possible categories and list them here. Then, circle the 10 categories you’ve decided to use.

LAUNCH TEAM

|

# of Launch Team members I need.

Make an application for possible Team Members to fill out
Set up Launch Team Communication
Create private Facebook group
Set up a private group chat

Create Welcome Video or Post
Plan and assign Weekly Tasks for members to complete
Ideas include:
» Read a copy of the book & provide feedback
» Make a social media post announcing excitement
» Reach out to bloggers and influencers
» Download book on launch day
» Write a review
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FREE PROMOTIONS

Schedule free promotions 7 days prior to your launch date
List 10+ free promo sites you will use to target your reader:

BOOK MARKETING CHECKLIST

Budget between $50 - $100
Plan a schedule to stagger the promotions
Get 5-10 reviews to be accepted by paid sites
Book promo sites 7 days prior to when you want them scheduled
List 10+ free promo sites you will use to target your reader:
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BOOK MARKETING OVERVIEW
TO LEARN WHICH BOOK MARKETING STRATEGIES TO IMPLEMENT
As you begin marketing your book, it’s important to develop a fearless marketing
mindset to prevent any mental roadblocks from getting in your own way. Read
through this section in the course, then check out this page for a quick overview.

OVERVIEW ON MARKETING YOUR BOOK
Once you’ve decided on your launch strategy, it’s time to plan and choose which types of
promotions will make your launch strategy most effective.
4 types of book marketing
1. Paid Advertisements
2. Free Advertising
3. Local or In-Person Events
4. Content/SEO on Google & Amazon
Book landing page
This is a simple landing page that gives readers more info about your book. You
likely set this up in the formatting section of the course, but you’ll want to review it
and ensure it is ready for the public.
Podcast preparation
Be a guest speaker on a podcast to promote your book. Use the Podcast Outreach
Template when pitching yourself to podcasters.
Advanced strategies
» Lead Magnet, Book Pre-Orders, Advertising on Amazon, BookBub,
and Facebook
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PROGRESS CHECK
Congratulations! Keep up the momentum!
Before you move on to the next module, take some
time to reflect on your progress.
Rate how ready you feel to launch your book on the scale below:
10

1

Are you clear on your book’s keywords and categories?

How is your launch team coming together?

Have you planned and structured your book marketing methods?

Email this Progress Check to your coach to check in! Be sure to gain clarity on any
information you’re unsure of from this module before moving on.
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“
OUR GREATEST WEAKNESS
LIES IN GIVING UP.
THE MOST CERTAIN WAY
TO SUCCEED IS ALWAYS TO TRY
JUST ONE MORE TIME.

– THOMAS EDISON
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PUBL IS HIN G
YOU R B OOK
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OVERVIEW OF P UBL ISHING YO UR BO O K
TO UNDERSTAND KDP AND CREATE YOUR KDP ACCOUNT
It’s time to publish your book! Read through this section in the course for an overview on KDP and the in-depth steps you’ll take to create your account, then check
out this page for a quick overview.

SET UP YOUR KDP ACCOUNT
What is KDP?
Kindle Direct Publishing (KDP) is the Amazon platform for self-publishing
eBooks. KDP is where you will:
» Publish Your Kindle and Print book
» Set and change the price of your book
» Set up how you will get paid for sales
» Set up your Kindle Select Promo
» Monitor book sales
» Update your books in the future
What you need to enter in KDP
» Book Title and Subtitle
» Book Contributor Name
» Book Description
» Categories
» Keywords
» Book Cover (.JPEG or .TIFF)
» Book File (.DOC, .DOCX or .MOBI)
Create your KDP account
Follow the step-by-step instructions in the course section!
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PUBLISHING YOUR E-BOOK
TO SELECT A ROYALTY FEE AND PUBLISH YOUR E-BOOK ON KDP
In this section, you’ll learn how to choose a royalty fee and publish on KDP. Watch
and read the content in the course for the full information, then check out this
page for a quick overview.

OVERVIEW OF PUBLISHING YOUR EBOOK
Each section in the course covers the full instructions, but if you need a quick reference
to keep track of what you need to do, you can follow along here:
Understand royalty options with amazon
» 70% Royalty - recommended in most situations
» 35% Royalty - the only option for when your book is priced between
$2.99 - $9.99
Publish your kindle ebook
Follow the step-by-step instructions in the course video and PDF for the full
details on how to publish your Kindle book!

Congratulations!
You are officially published!
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PUBLISHING YOUR PRINT BOOK
TO PUBLISH YOUR PRINT BOOK ON THE BEST PLATFORM
It’s time to publish your print book! Read through the sections in the course for
an overview of the process and the in-depth steps you’ll need to take. Then, check
out this page for a quick overview.

OVERVIEW OF PUBLISHING YOUR PRINT BOOK
Each section in the course covers the full instructions, but if you need a quick reference to
keep track of what you need to do to publish your print book, you can follow along here:
Decide where to publish your print book
To choose between IngramSpark and KDP Print, make sure you consider the
pros and cons of each as outlined in the course material.
Publish your print book on KDP print
If you go this route, follow the step-by-step instructions in the course video.
Publish your print book on IngramSpark
If you go this route, check out the video in the course to walk through the entire
process.
Order a print copy of your book
Make sure you do this as a final step to ensure quality!
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PROGRESS CHECK
Congratulations! You’re finished publishing your book!
Before you move on to the next module, take some
time to reflect on your progress.
Rate how clear you understand the publishing process on the scale:
I’m lost

Super clear!

Do you have any questions about navigating KDP?

Notes/Questions about your E-Book:

Notes/Questions about your Print Book:

Email this Progress Check to your coach to check in! Be sure to gain clarity on any
information you’re unsure of from this module before moving on.
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“
I HAVE LEARNED THAT
YOU CAN GO MUCH FARTHER
WITH A TEAM THAN
YOU CAN GO ALONE.

– JOHN MAXWELL
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EXECU T ING
YOU R L AU N C H
( S T E A LT H L A U N C H )
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BOOK LAUNCH MANAGEMENT & REVIEWS
TO EFFECTIVELY MANAGE YOUR LAUNCH AND ASK FOR REVIEWS
In these sections, you’ll learn how to use Trello as a management tool for your
launch, and how you can successfully ask for reviews. Head on over to the course
for the in-depth tutorials before starting this workbook page!

HOW TO MANAGE YOUR LAUNCH & ASK FOR REVIEWS
Here’s a recap of the material you learned from the course on how to navigate Trello for
your book management process, and all about asking for reviews.
Book launch management
» Watch the course video to learn how you can manage your book launch
process using Trello
» Download the Trello Template in the course
Step 1: Use your stealth launch checklist
Be sure to download the checklist in the course!
Step 2: Submit your book to the Mastermind Community
Use the form inside the course!
Step 3: Getting your first reviews
» Reach out to everyone involved in the making of your book
» Ask for a review from those who received a free PDF of your book
Step 4: Submit your book to promo sites
You’ll learn all the details in the course and on page 127 of this workbook
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GUIDED WORKSHEET
DO THIS:

DO NOT DO THIS:

Use the SPS Templates

Be afraid

Give people your book’s link

Beg

Ask those that helped with your
title & cover

Get upset when people don’t
leave you a review

Keep track of who left a review

Forget to thank people

Keep track of contact methods
Send a personal message using
the person’s name

REVIEWS CHECKLIST
Use the SPS Templates to reach out to potential reviewers
Give people the link to your book or free PDF
Reach out to people that helped with your book (ex: gave cover feedback)
Ask for reviews in the Mastermind Community
Keep track of who left you a review
Keep track of how you contacted your reviewers
Thank those who reviewed your book
Send personal messages using the person’s first name
Refer back to the course for your review tracking template

When you're done, be sure to review your
book marketing checklist!
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PROMOTIONAL SITES
TO PROMOTE YOUR BOOK BY SUBMITTING IT TO PROMOTIONAL SITES
In this section, you’ll learn step-by-step how to submit your book to promotional
sites, which is great for spreading the word about your book during your launch.
Be sure to watch the video in the course for the full tutorial first!

HOW TO SUBMIT YOUR BOOK TO PROMOTIONAL SITES
Here’s a recap of the material you learned from the section video in the course on the
exact process for promoting your book on certain sites.
Before you begin, you must have:
» Created your actual promotion plan
» Began searching for sites to submit your books
What you’ll need before you submit:
» Your book’s ASN number
» A minimum of 20 reviews on your book
How to get started
» Use the SPS spreadsheet to select 5 promotional sites to use
» Schedule your promotions on different dates
» Use KDROI to submit using a tool (optional) or you can manually submit to
each site individually
Track your data in the speadsheet:
Don’t forget to track your data by filling out your spreadsheet so you can keep
tabs on your different promotions.
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GUIDED WORKSHEET
BOOK PROMOTIONAL SITES

My book has 20 reviews

My book has an ASN number

PROMO SITE

DATE OF PROMO
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“
POSITIVE REVIEWS
+
LOTS OF DOWNLOADS
=
AMAZON JUICE

– C H A N D L E R B O LT
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EXECUTING
YOUR LAUNCH
(LAUNCH WEEK)
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LAUNCH WEEK
TO PROMOTE YOUR BOOK ONLINE AND WITH AN IN-PERSON LAUNCH EVENT

In this section, you’ll learn all about the launch week checklist, as well as in-person
events. Both are great for promoting your book and connecting with readers. Be
sure to watch the videos in the course for the full tutorials!

LAUNCH WEEK CHECKLIST
If you haven’t already, download the ”Book Launch Timeline and To-Do List” inside the course
Day 1
» Send emails, do a review push, & post on social media
Day 2
» Track your book details and determine when to switch the price to $0.99, if
you started with a free launch. We recommend at least 12 hours before you
plan to manually stop your promo (ideally do this around 7pm PST).
» Continue engaging your readers.
Day 3
» Manually stop your free promo at 3pm PST.
» Continue engaging your readers and personally thank everyone who has
supported you thus far.
Day 4-7
» Review the promos you’ve completed. Are there any more you can do?
» Keep your eye out for bestseller & new release banners on your book!
» Screenshot them and share them with your audience & the Mastermind
Community when you see them.
Day 8
» Increase the price of your Kindle ebook to $2.99, then increase by $1 each
week until you find your sweet spot. If you have a print book, increase the
price of it as well.
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GUIDED WORKSHEET
PLANNING YOUR IN-PERSON EVENT
BOOK EVENT IDEAS | Search in the Mastermind Community for ”in-person
event” and ”book signings” to get more ideas.

LOCATION OF EVENT |
Capacity size:
Indoor/Outdoor:
Theme:
AUDIENCE | What type of people will be there?

ADVERTISING METHODS:

WHAT DO I NEED TO BRING?

WHO CAN TAKE PICTURES FOR ME?

NOTES:
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WHAT TO TRACK DURING YOUR LAUNC H
TO DETERMINE HOW SUCCESSFUL YOUR LAUNCH IS BY TRACKING DATA

In this section, you’ll learn which data you should be tracking to figure out how
successful your launch is. Watch the video in the course to dive deep into the
content, then check out this workbook page for a quick recap.

WHAT TO TRACK DURING YOUR LAUNCH
You can’t determine the success of your launch without tracking the right data. Here’s what
you’ll want to pay particularly close attention to when you are monitoring your data:
Amazon best seller rank (ABSR)
» Track this especially during the free period
» Track all banners, including #1 New Release Banner & #1 Best Seller Banner
» Track your reviews
Keywords
» Identify your keywords
» Make sure you are appearing on the first page of the search results
Categories
» Track the categories you are ranking in - especially during the paid period
Actual sales
» Determine the number of downloads, particularly which ones were free,
paid, or paperback copies
» Track any promotions that you have running
Additional tips:
» During your launch, be sure to screenshot the data and information everycouple of hours, if possible
» KDP Dashboard does not update in real time, so we recommend checking
at the end of the week
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PROGRESS CHECK
Congratulations! Wow - you’ve done amazing!
You published your book and launched it!
Take a minute and reflect.
How successful was your book’s launch?
10

1

How will you continue to generate book sales now that you’ve launched?

What was successful:

Lessons learned for next time:

You’ve launched your book! Give yourself some praise below:

Email your Progress Check to your coach,
and share your wins in the Mastermind Community!
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“
PEOPLE WHO SUCCEED
HAVE MOMENTUM. THE MORE THEY
SUCCEED, THE MORE THEY WANT
TO SUCCEED, AND THE MORE THEY FIND
A WAY TO SUCCEED.

– TONY ROBBINS
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PO ST
L AU NCH
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WHAT DO I DO NOW?
TO COMPLETE THE POST-LAUNCH STEPS TO FIND YOUR BOOK’S PRICE
You just launched your book- congrats! In this section, you’ll learn what steps
you need to take next. Head on over to the course to watch the full video before
moving on!

POST-LAUNCH NEXT STEPS
Now that you’re coming out of your launch week, you’re probably wondering what to do next.
Here’s a recap of the steps discussed in the video.
Change your promo from free to paid
» You can get an extra edge going into the paid store if you stop the
Free Promotion a bit early on the last day of the promotion
» We recommend stopping the Free Promotion between 12 pm and
2 pm PST on the last day of the promo
Adjust pricing & royalty plan
Since it can take up to 72 hours for Amazon to reflect price changes, be sure to
adjust the price before you want the price to go into effect.
Find your book price’s sweet spot
» Do your $0.99 promo for at least a week
» Increase your book’s price by $1.00 each week until you find the point that
is most profitable for your book
» We recommend staying below $9.99
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BOOK MAINTENANCE 1 01
TO MAINTAIN AND TRACK YOUR AUTHOR BUSINESS AFTER YOU LAUNCH

In this section, you’ll learn all about how to maintain your author business and
what areas you need to pay close attention to. Watch the course video to dive
deep into this content, then check out this workbook page for a quick review.

BOOK MAINTENANCE & TRACKING DATA
You’ve launched your book, and the dust has started to settle... so what’s next? The work
isn’t over yet - you now have an author business to maintain, which means you need to
have a plan. Here’s what you should do:
Determine what your author business looks like
» Sit down and think about why you first started to write your book. What
prompted you to make that choice?
» Then, consider the goals you want your author business to achieve now
» One of the best ways to do this is to work with someone on our team to
determine that plan. You can visit: self-publishingschool.com/graduation
Track book sales
» Helps you identify your royalty earnings
» Allows you to see which books are doing better than others
Track email subscribers
This helps you see which books are
bringing in the most followers.
Track book reviews
Check your reviews every quarter
to gain insightful feedback. Pay
attention to the number of reviews,
number of 3-star reviews, and the
overall review rating.

Track book keywords
Check your keyword rankings
every 90 days to make sure your
keywords are working for your
book, and that it appears on the 1st
page of the book.
Track book categories
Determine where your book ranks
in each of your categories.
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PROGRESS CHECK
Congratulations! You’ve made it to the finish line!
Now that your goal is accomplished, let’s do a
quick self reflection.
Overall, rate your level of satisfaction with your author’s journey:
10

1

My top three favorite milestones from this journey were:

What I’m most proud of:

A hard lesson I learned:

Here are some ideas I have for a future book:

YOU DID IT!

Share your huge accomplishment with the Mastermind Community!
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MORE SPS
» Lifetime access to the FoFS online training program
This includes a digital curriculum outlining all phases
of your author journey to create an ebook, audiobook,
and hardcopy
» Recommended Book Production Team: Instant access
to our “book production team”; recommendations for
editors, cover designers, formatters, etc. to help save
you money

» Lifetime access to the entire SMB online training
program. This includes a digital curriculum outlining the
5 Focus Areas (Launch, Email Marketing, Foundation,
Author Brand and Advanced Marketing) showing
you strategies to take your books and royalties to
the next level

» Lifetime access to the entire CBA online training
program. This includes a digital curriculum outlining
the 3 Distinct Phases showing you how to Plan and
Develop, Create and Upload AND Market and Sell
Your Course
» Group coaching sessions w/ Sean Sumner
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PRODUCTS
» Plot Call: ONE 1-hour Plot Call with your expert coach
» 6 Private Coaching Calls to use within 6 months
» 1 YEAR access to the SPS Fiction Mastermind Community on Facebook
» Weekly Group Coaching Call: Get writing, publishing, and marketing questions
answered by Chandler Bolt and R.E. Vance

» Eight individual coaching sessions w/ your expert coach (including USA Today
and Wall Street Journal Best Selling authors!)
» 1 YEAR access to the SPS Mastermind Community. Get writing, publishing, and
marketing questions answered by Chandler Bolt on a Weekly Group Coaching
Call - every Monday night at 9 pm ET

» One on one Coaching Calls w/ your expert coach
» 1 YEAR access to the SPS Mastermind Community. Get writing, publishing, and
marketing questions answered by Chandler Bolt on a Weekly Group Coaching
Call - every Monday night at 9 pm ET

Visit www.self-publishingschool.com/programs
for more details and information!
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NOTES
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NOTES
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M Y COACH IN G CAL L S
TIME

DATE

C L A R I T Y CALL

COACH I N G CAL L 1

COACH I N G CAL L 2

COACH I N G CAL L 3

COACH I N G CAL L 4

COACH I N G CAL L 5

COACH I N G CAL L 6

COACH I N G CAL L 7

G R A D UATION CALL
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COM P LE TE
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Will you be next?
Self-Publishing School has worked with over 4,527 students
in 65+ countries around the world. No matter where you live,
you have knowledge to share with the world. We're here to
help you share it.

Self-Publishing School

